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Abstract. Airports today can constitute a perfect environment for developing novel digital marketplaces offering location-specific and semantically rich context-aware services, such as personalized marketing campaigns, last minute, discounted airline tickets while helping users access
the airport and speed through the airport process.
Underpinning the above vision is the ability to target service content to
users’ current context, e.g., their location, intent, environment, in real
time. The contribution of this work is that it uses a pervasive computing
system with three key ingredients: (a) a data model, comprising user and
service content entities, (b) a user context model and (c) rules for simple pattern matching on service content and user context event streams.
This modus operandi logic is encapsulated inside a SOA architecture, the
Common Airport Portal - CAP and it is illustrated through the description of a real application, Offers and Coupons Services that was deployed
recently at Athens International Airport (AIA).
Keywords: airport information systems, context-awareness, real-time
analytics, personalisation, rule-based reasoning, system implementation
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Introduction

Airports nowadays form an integral part of urban spaces, and have become
more than just a place where you fly from. They provide the technology substrate for commercial stakeholders (e.g., airport companies, shipping companies,
retail shops, etc.) to offer added-value services to potential consumers of the
airport community (visitors, passengers and airport employees) and for airport
stakeholders (e.g., airport authorities) to improve airport infrastructure, redesign
existing services and take strategic decisions about the future.
An airport can collect and provide valuable information in the form of event
streams (feeds), to location-constrained stakeholders about passenger flows, user
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travel status, alerts, flight data and time-schedules; this data is instrumental
in developing spatial, temporal and context-aware personalized services, seamlessly operating over a variety of distribution channels such as web, sms, email,
IPTV, info-kiosks. Such added-value services include but are not restricted to,
personalised route calculation from a user’s current position to their departure
gate, personalised marketing campains involving offers and discount coupons, last
minute air-tickets and personalised alerts. The above services are personalised
and context-aware, i.e., relevant to user role, device, location, departure gate etc.
Personalised marketing campaigns provide offers and dynamic recommendations
based on what other users with similar profile are currently purchasing. These
are relevant to the above parameters while abiding by constraints that are inherent in the airport domain: for example, passengers flying to middle Eastern
destinations should not be targeted for offers on alcoholic beverages, while, airport
visitors escorting passengers should not be targeted for Duty Free discounts.
Three successful paradigms exist in the literature that can be leveraged in
order to achieve these goals: Data Analytics [1], context-awareness and personalisation [2] and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [3] : Big data helps businesses
understand the data and extract patterns in order to become smarter. Contextawareness advocates that applications should be aware of user context in order to
best serve them. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), provides structured collections of discrete software modules, known as services that collectively provide
the complete functionality of an application, with the ability of being reusable
and composable into complex applications.
Combining the above paradigms leads to the definition of airport context analytics: User generated data such as position and device usage can be
collected, analyzed and correlated with other airport sources in order to make
service content provisioning aware of user context. The contribution of this work
is that it uses the Rete algorithm [20] as the analytics engine. Rete is a very fast
algorithm for matching data tuples (”facts”) against productions (”rules”). By
reducing certain types of redundancy through the use of node sharing and by
storing partial matches when performing joins between fact types, Rete avoids
the complete re-evaluation of all facts each time changes are made to working
memory, thus increasing performance and scalability.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents a context
model for the airport domain. Section 3 discusses the ACA service its implementation using web services. Section 4 discusses literature and concludes.
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Context Model

Due to restrictions very specific to the airport community culture, e.g. the
sensitive nature of passenger flight data, context that is not available can be
inferred. For this reason the context model contains both static (user profile and
preferences) and dynamic predicates. Dynamic predicates can be either low-level,
directly available from the sources, or high-level, indirectly derived from low-level
attributes, by mining or inference. Examples of low-level dynamic predicates are
location (user and device locations) and user activity (user clicks, user requests,
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coupon redeems). Examples of high-level predicates are user colocation. Dynamic
predicates that are infrequently changing, (frequent flyer) are stored in generic
placeholders in the database, as opposed to frequently changing ones (location)
that is stored in memory. Next, a formal definition using Hoare logic is given.
Data Model comprises User and Generic Service Content, representing
generic content that is eligible for processing and provisioning within the airport
environment (e.g., Offers, Coupons, LM tickets, etc.). An Offer is a type of
advertisement of discounted products on sale while a Discount Coupon needs
to be redeemed at the time of purchase. LM Tickets are specialized Offers for
airline tickets departing within the next 48 hours.
Static context entities include Role(rid , description) and Target Group.
An AIA User is an employee of the airport authority, Airport User is an employee of the associated companies and a Company Admin is a privileged user
that can authorize service content updates. Target Group represents a combination of roles. Also included are: Product Category Prefs, Company Prefs,
Distribution Channel Prefs.
Dynamic, frequently changing, context entities include
Location(zone id , description, < x , y, z >), where < x, y, z > are positions encoded in the AIA GIS coordinate system and zone id are locations at airport
zone granularity. Intent(uid , description) refers to airport uses: an AIA User
(Role) may be traveling as a regular passenger (Intent) and therefore be eligible for Duty Free offers. Trip Status models the nature of the trip, e.g.,
{business, economy, traveling with f amily}. Trip Phase results from associating airport zones with the airport processes:{before check in, after security,
at lounge, at departure gate}. User Activity can be inferred from logged information and user location (e.g.,has requested offer ).
Dynamic, infrequently changing, context entities represent features
that are mined from historic context instances and include Frequent Traveler
(uid , description), Frequent Shopper (uid , description), Technology Savviness
(uid , description, level ). The latter is determined by device type (conventional or
smart phone), frequency of service use and method of coupon redemption (printed
or electronic coupons.) Such knowledge can be used, for example, for creating
discounts campaigns targeted only to frequent shoppers.
Data Model and contextualization. User and Service content, when associated with context entities, becomes contextualized. For example, the contextualized Generic Service Content predicate is specified as follows:
Generic Service Content(gscid , args, tgid , rid , dcid , oid )
where {tgid , rid , pcid , compid , dcid , oid } represent the context predicates:
{Target Group,Role, Product Category Prefs, Distribution Channel Prefs, Opt ins}.
Matching contextualized service content to eligible users is implemented by
the following simple rule:
User (uid , profile, context id [])
∧Offer (gsid , oid , prod cat)
∧Generic Service Content(gsid , context id [])
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Fig. 1. ACA Service Component Diagram

∧user .context id [] = offer .context id []

where context id [] represent matching context predicates between users and
service content (e.g., offers for AIA Users).
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Airport Context Analytics Service (ACA)

The ACA Service modus operandi is the following:
1. Offer Matching: On reception of a request from any of the services shown
in Figure 1 (top), containing (a) a description of the offer or coupon or related
content to be dispatched, (b) the unique id of the current user and (c) a set
of optional eligibility parameters, respond by returning a list of requested
content that is eligible for that user, based on the supplied parameters. This
is the primary operation.
2. Recommendation Matching: On reception of a request from one of the
CAP components shown in Figure 3, containing (a) an ordered list of recommendations to be dispatched, (b) the unique id of the current user and
(c) a set of optional eligibility parameters, respond by returning a subset of
the ordered list of recommendations that is eligible for that user, based on
the supplied parameters.
3. Offer Notification: On insertion, deletion, update, cancellation of an Offer, Coupon, LMT Offer or similar content entity, respond by repeating the
matching process and generating a new set of eligible content. This mechanism is based on publish/subscribe.
Implementation (Figure 2) includes three basic web services:CAP Drools
Server, CAP Context Service, CAP Context Notify Service. CAP Drools Server
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Fig. 2. ACA Implementation

integrates Drools [13], a business rule management system based on theRete
algorithm. CAP Context Service receives the service requests, extracts service
parameters and queries the CAP database for the most up-to-date data. Next
it constructs contextualized facts, encodes them in HTTP POST messages and
inserts them in the Drools Server, triggering a matching cycle. The CAP Context Notify Service implements publish/subscribe. First, it registers with the
CAP Event Server, subscribing to databases changes (inserts, updates, deletes,
cancellations, rejects) to the tables Users, Offers and Coupons. Next, it listens
asynchronously for any such events, in which case it invokes the CAP Drools
Server, making all relevant updates to the affected facts and re-triggering a
matching cycle. In this way, when queried by the service layer, it is up-to-date.
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Related work

Several definitions for context have been proposed in the literature [4–8], including the author’s previous work [21, 22]. Certain mobile applications [15–18]
use context for selecting the best communication channel per device and application. [11] proposes a platform for executing web services that adapt to application QoS, under changing conditions. [19] discusses an airport knowledge-base
system designed with the CommonKADS methodology. None of these works are
directly applicable here. CAP (http://airpoint.gr/en) goes far beyond previous
efforts bringing an integrated solution, a new paradigm for service management
in indoors spaces.
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